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Abstract: The role of culture, especially the American culture, in group work is relatively
or is alternatively stereotyped as individualistic and competitive. Thus, this paper
studies English-language proverbs used in America, as culturally rich symbols, at
three levels of discourse, conceptual metaphor, and content to discern what attitude
American culture, as represented in the proverbs, has to group work, and what world
American culture is marginally cooperation friendly, with a considerable penchant
for individualism and competition. This ambivalence was not simply a proverbial
phenomenon, rather a cultural reality because it was observed to be the result of the
views. Psychosocially, many factors were observed to have molded the American
culture’s attitude to group work, noticeably, egoism, distrust, altruism, and socially
shared cognition.
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Introduction
Today, the research and theoretical popularity of group work cannot be easily
many teaching approaches and developmental practices, including cooperative
gains are well received by many empirical studies, though mostly experimental

that impact cooperative learning implementation in various international and
scrutiny of the role of culture in group work essential.
Despite its irrefutable role, not so many studies have explicitly focused on the

between culture and cooperation are mostly concerned with what they call East
Asian cultures and neglected American culture as they provided stereotypical

Scholarship on the broader realm of culture itself faces studies on culture and
group work with a methodological challenge. The quantitative research such as

The limitations of the quantitative study of culture impelled research to look

of etic approaches can be reconciled with richness of the emic ones, through a
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integrated data like proverbs, rather than integrating the individual measures
Overall, this introduction suggested that although group work and culture have
and the lure of nationwide ethnographies is not unbearable and can be reconciled
not yet extensively drawn up. Hence, this study is compelled to investigate

psychosocial causes for such cultural attitudes to group works can be found, so
for their strength, are disregarded nor the American English languaculture is

The move towards the study of culture as represented in proverbs is reasonable and
study, mostly based on aggregated individual values, are facing challenges, so
proverbs are recommended as an appropriate alternative for the study of culture
cultural research, which maintains that ethnographic research using proverbs

on social, psychological, and educational issues. Moreover, this study would

cultural tools, but also by contributing to the appropriate selection of means and

Proverbs and Culture
Before proceeding to more details about the method of this study, it is worth
perspectives. Cognitive linguistically, meaning making systems including
by a group of people, so they are basically cultural or at least, imbued with
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their physical and cultural environment, which constitutes human experience in
demonstration of how people encode the world in their mental representations,

minds of the individuals, rather it is the outgrowth of the interactions with
others and the world, so it is cultural, i.e., characteristic of a cultural group

analytical tools including cultural conceptual metaphors, which represent how
aspect of language, which clearly mirror the intimate relation between language

use concepts to operate and think about the world, and these concepts, usually
be considerably expressed in intergenerational linguistic symbols like proverbs,
which is an endeavor to explain the language use in terms of social and cultural
words that occupy focal points in cultural ways of thinking, acting, feeling, and
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no gainsaying that worldviews are constituted of some underlying assumptions,
among other things, that can be articulated in folk capsules like proverbs,

Method
The design of this research, which uses proverbs to fathom the cultural attitudes
to group work, can be seen as straddling content analysis, linguistic ethnography,

discourse analysis and conceptual metaphor analysis, for the enquiry into the

not only enable one to understand concepts and experiences in terms of the

other alternatives, is singled out to talk about a phenomenon is itself meaningful

takes an area of activity, i.e., group work, and examines the cultural cognitive

Data Collection
regarding group work, every single entry of Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs,
from which the proverbs related to interpersonal behavior and group work were
it is the most recently published collection of English proverbs, contributive to
the currency of its entries, but also because it, unlike many other collections of
the proverbs by the researcher.
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below, was checked using the Corpus of Contemporary American English
in common use in North America. They are thus American proverbs in that
the population uses them frequently as concisely, expressed, traditional bits of
of American culture.
Duplicates Removal
as the explicit or implicated inclusion of two or more people in source form of
ensure no duplicates can dilute the data and in turn, the analysis, the duplicate

hindmost’

EVERY man for himself, and devil take the
EVERY man for himself, and God for us all’
.

Currency Check
Aside from the duplicates, the currency of the proverbs could be a serious
issue because, on the one hand, the publication date can provide no warrant
of the prevalence of the proverbs, partly because proverb dictionaries largely

speakers about the currency of proverbs could be solicited. However, such an
on the judgment of an incomprehensive number of people. To compensate for
these caveats, this study drew upon corpus linguistics to examine directly how

least one instance of use should be recorded in COCA for each proverb in the
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Data Analysis
The First Layer
The proverbs of appropriate currency underwent three levels of analysis.
First, they were deductively coded in terms of cooperation, individualism and
competition,
interdependence, and negative interdependence, which constitute the main
Cooperation is a situation of positive interdependence in which individuals
independence, falling between cooperation and competition, in which people

A fourth category of Not Applicable had also been added to the codes, so that
raters are not biased to provide harmonious judgments. Three distinct raters who,
English proverbs and semiotics independently and blindly coded each proverb.
buttress the dependability of the analysis. For seven cases, disagreement was
observed, which was resolved through majority criterion. Then, the proverbs
were clustered correspondingly and the frequency count of each category was
calculated.
Table 1.
Pseudonym Sex

Age

Major

Education

Male

Ph.D. candidate

Male

Ph.D.

Male

Translation Studies
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The Second Layer

about group functioning or the proverbs are more like a sporadic miscellany,

representative, genetically driven, and culturally grounded units of thought in

enhanced opportunities to demonstrate links between discourse practices and
sociocultural values, as embodied in cultural key words, value terms, proverbs,

representing human thought deeply, is cultural, so understanding what cultural
cultural variations in human thoughts and behaviors.
The Third Layer

competition. Then the results of the inductive coding were provided to a second
rater who was asked to code the proverbs based on the categories provided or

them a composite factor, i.e.,
, involving
the ideas of the two raters was chosen and for the other two one rater accept the
explanations of the other one. There is no need to remind that the data and coding
and evaluation, so no serious room for the dependability of the analysis would
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Findings and Discussion
General Attitude
The proverbs were examined to see what attitude to group work American
culture, at least in its heart as represented by the proverbs, might have by
coding them either as suggestive of cooperation, competition, individualism, or
irrelevant. As a result, seven proverbs were removed for being irrelevant to group
work. The results reported henceforth are based on the analyses conducted on
N
suggest that American culture as expressed in proverbs has a borderline attitude
to group work because although it substantially welcomes cooperative behavior

considers American culture to be individualistic and in turn, less cooperation

collectivism should no longer be taken to evaluate the culturality of behaviors

culture as depicted in its proverbs is generally individualistic, whereas American
culture was shown to be relatively cooperative. Moreover, it is interesting to
history, geography, and education. Future studies from various disciplines, can
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Figure 1. The cultural attitudes to group work
Table 2.
Attitude

Proverb*

Competition
NO harm, no foul.
A HOUSE divided cannot stand.

would soon be clean.

Cooperation
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Attitude

Proverb*
Every TUB must stand on its own bottom.
God helps those who help themselves.
GOOD fences make good neighbors.

One HAND for yourself and one for the ship.
TOO many cooks spoil the broth.
Note.
which Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs is sorted.

Idealized Cognitive Models

scenarios or action plans for individuals of how to interpret speech situations
underlying the proverbs can be subsumed within the domains of cooperation,
attitudes to group work, otherwise they would have formed a chaotic miscellany.
is not monolithic and is at least of two kinds with varying degrees of severity,
and
for the proverbs talking of competition.

again corroborated that a simplistic term like collectivism cannot account
here for the American culture also point out that there are similarities and
was common between the American attitudes towards cooperation and those
was
exclusive to the American culture, so on the one hand, it can be inferred that

and

, indicate
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that cooperation and individual performance have been of great cognitive
do not exist together in a linguaculture, that culture can be truly considered
either collectivistic or individualistic. Future studies are encouraged to see if
individualism are mutually exclusive.
heterogeneous set. This heterogeneity is unsurprising because cultures are not

its undeniable individualism. This might also designate the heterogeneity of
American culture with regard to the attitudes to group work.
Table 3.
The Proverbs and their Respective ICMs
Proverb

Competition

life is race
NO harm, no foul.
life is war
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life is a force which
brings people together
life is reciprocal

Cooperation

A HOUSE divided cannot stand.

numbers are power

would soon be clean.

people are courteous
GOOD fences make good neighbors.

TOO many cooks spoil the broth.
Every TUB must stand on its own bottom.
God helps those who help themselves.
One HAND for yourself and one for the ship.

company is trouble

selfness is survival

Psychosocial Factors

work. The analysis suggests that the proverbs talking of a liking for competition
were psychosocially inspired by two factors, egoism and consequentialism
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The proverb, NO harm, no foul
that consequences, rather than the essence of action, are of moral, political and

phenomenon observed in the proverbs is in line with psychological discoveries

Table 4.
Psychosocial Factors Driving Proverbs Indicative of Competition
Proverb

Psychosocial Factor
egoism

NO harm, no foul!

consequentialism

The individualistic cultural attitude of American English speakers discovered
the conceptual metaphor analysis conducted in the second layer was observed

why future orientation, among its constituents is distrust, has negative relation

quantitative psychological research using social dilemmas which documented
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The existence of egoism among the factors contributing to individualism,
as previously discussed, and individualism. The response lies in the degree
of egoism available, which might align with multiplicity of philosophical
conceptions of egoism. Egoism that engenders competition is of greater severity
and one which culminates in individualism, as evident in one hand for yourself
and one for the ship’ and hold what you have, of moderate degree. The former
might correspond to psychological egoism and the latter to hedonistic egoism

types of egoism can bring to social phenomena.
too many cooks spoil the broth
something or is responsible for it, each individual member feels less obligation
needs to be exercised not to reduce the psychosocial antecedents of this proverb
did, because these factors hand in hand explain the meaning underlying this

Table 5.
Psychosocial Factors Driving Proverbs Indicative of Individualism
Proverb
GOOD fences make good neighbors.

Psychosocial Factor
distrust

egoism
One HAND for yourself and one for the ship.
God helps those who help themselves.
Every TUB must stand on its own bottom.
TOO many cooks spoil the broth.

and conflict
Diffusion of responsibility
and destructive conflict

showed. The third layer of the analysis unraveled that, as represented in Table
altruism, cohesion, reciprocal altruism, and socially shared cognition.
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can include an anticipation for repayment in an array of forms, referred to as
show between altruism and cooperation paremiologically supports previous

talks of the positive relationship between reciprocal altruism and cooperation,

altruism hypothesis by highlighting that, according to ‘A trouble/ problem
shared is a trouble halved’
and as a result it is halved probably because it has ended in altruistic behavior.
Table 6.
Psychosocial Factors Driving Proverbs Indicative of Cooperation
Proverb

Psychosocial Factor
altruism

city would soon be clean.
cohesion

A HOUSE divided cannot stand.

reciprocal altruism

socially shared cogni
tion
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premise that cohesion, the driving force which keeps the group members
between task and social cohesion is not just a quantitative interpretation arrived
at through statistical procedures like principal component analysis, rather a
reality, probably cultural, because there are proverbs which clearly instantiate
many hands make light work, every little helps, and union/
unity is strength
the more
the merrier, united we stand, divided we fall, and there is safety in numbers
Future cultural studies using proverbs can be advised to investigate how
cohesion threatening factors like jealousy and group thinking, and extreme
two heads are better than one
clearly of the positive link between socially shared cognition and cooperation,

Conclusion
The ties between culture and group work have just come to receive burgeoning
attention, but such a move can neither withstand the relatively withering
implemented on large scales. Moreover, some verdicts, roughly stereotypical,

and content.
As a result, it was revealed that American culture, despite the common belief,
encompassing of equal tendency for individualism and competitiveness. The
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embracement of cooperation. The content analysis traced what psychosocial
work and thereupon, egoism and consequentialism were witnessed to incite
competitiveness. Cohesion, altruism, and socially shared cognition were seen
to fashion cooperativeness, and individualism was observed to be regulated by

was portrayed that stereotyping American culture, under the broad label of
indeed, such illusions might originate from the very fact that culture, regardless
linguistically vindicated that conceptual metaphors are both of universal and

communication should give a higher weight to the intersection of culture and
Finally, the factors, whether positive or negative, which can have bearing on

First, it only opted for a synchronic scrutiny of proverbs for culture, while
proverbs might undergo meaning change, however slow, which can show the
cultural journeys of people by taking a diachronic approach to the study of
proverbs. Second, this research, due to its focus, could not make a distinction
upcoming investigations can be recommended to examine if there are any
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Appendix A
The Proverbs of Appropriate Currency
Proverb

NO harm, no foul.

EAST is east, and west is west.
A HOUSE divided cannot stand.

GOOD fences make good neighbors.
God helps those who help themselves.

TOO many cooks spoil the broth.

One HAND for yourself and one for the ship.

He that GOES a borrowing, goes a sorrowing.
Every TUB must stand on its own bottom.

N in
COCA

Use
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Proverb

N in
COCA
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Use

be clean.
Note.
which Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs is sorted.

